675A.005 - Duty to exercise due care

675A.010 Fail to yield to pedestrian in crosswalk 200.00
675A.015 Fail to obey traffic patrol member 300.00
675A.020 Stopped vehicle at crosswalk 200.00
675A.025 Fail to yield to pedestrian on sidewalk 200.00
675A.030 Driving thru safety zone 200.00

675A.035 blind pedestrian 300.00
675A.040 Ped proceeding w/traffic control devices 200.00
675A.045 Ped when making turn at stop light 200.00
675A.050 Failure to yield to rider on bicycle lane 200.00
675A.055 Failure to yield to bicyclist on sidewalk 200.00
675A.060 Fail to use protective bicycle headgear 25.00
675A.100 Vio basic speed rule 250.00

675A.105 - Speeds evidencing basic rule violation

675A.106 – Oper flashing light indicating children in school zone
675A.108 – Relationship between speed limits - basic rule

675A.112 – Vio max speed rural interstate hwy (65 mph or more)
675A.115 – Vio max speed trucks/pass. transport
675A.123 – Vio max speed in urban area

675A.125 – Racing Speed racing on hwy
675A.130 Impeding traffic
675A.135 Careless Driving
675A.145 Fail yield to emergency veh/ambulance
675A.150 Interruption w/emerg veh/ambulance
675A.155 Fail to stop for bus safety lights

675A.157 - Report by driver of violation of 675A.155

675A.159 – CIT police response to report of vio of 675A.155
675A.165 Fail to stop for pass loading/pub transit
675A.167 Fail to yield r/way to transit bus

675A.170 Violation of open container law

Driving While Suspended or Revoked
675A.175 DWS or revoked
675A.180 – Affirmative defenses

Driver Offenses Involving Passengers
675A.190 Oper (vehicle) with obstructing passenger
675A.195 Having passenger in trailer
675A.200 Carrying dog on external vehicle part
675A.205 Carrying child on external vehicle part
675A.210.i. Operator w/o safety belt
675A.210.i.b. Under-16 passenger w/o safety belt
675A.210.i.c. Over-16 passenger w/o safety belt

675A.212 – Child Safety Campaign
675A.215 – Exemptions from safety belt requirements

675A.220 – Certificates of Exemption from s/belt require
675A.225 Failure to keep s/belts in working order
675A.230 – Highway work zones (definitions, etc.)
675A.232 Refusing to obey flagger
675A.233 Failure to yield r/way to hwy worker

675A.235 – School Zone Penalties – DOUBLE regular fine

675A.250 – CIT jurisdiction covers non-tribal vehicles
675A.255 Permitting unlawful vehicle operation

(Traffic control Devices)
675A.260 – Appropriate driver responses to traffic control devices
675A.265 Failure to obey traffic control device
675A.270 Failure to obey one-way designation

(Right of Way)
675A.275 Fail yield r/way-uncontrolled intersection
675A.280 Fail of driver entering roadway to yield
675A.285 Fail merging driver to yield r/way
675A.290 Obstructing cross traffic

(Driving on the right)
675A.295 Fail to drive on right
675A.300 Fail to drive on right of approaching veh
675A.305 Driving left on curb/grade/intersection/rail crossing
675A.310 Crossing center line
675A.315 Fail of slow driver to drive on right
675A.320 Fail to drive to right on divided hwy
675A.325 Fail to keep camper/trailer/truck to right
675A.330 Driving wrong way around traffic island

(Turning)
675A.335 Unlawful/unsigned turn
675A.340 Improper left turn
675A.345 Failure to use special left turn lane

675A.350 Dangerous left turn
675A.355 Improper turn right
675A.360 Improper turn at stop light
675A.365 Illegal U-turn

(Lane use)
675A.370 Failure to drive within lane
675A.375 Unlawful/unsigned lane change
675A.380 Improper use of center lane on 3-lane
675A.385 Depiving motorcycle/moped of full lane

(Signaling)
675A.390 Unlawful use of lights as passing signal
675A.395 - Signals: stopping/turning changing lanes/decelerating
675A.400 Fail to use appropriate signal
675A.405 Failure to signal with lights

(Prohibited Places)
675A.420 Passing in “no passing” zone
675A.425 Slow driver fail to yield to overtaking veh.

(Prohibited Speeds)

(Miscellaneous)
675A.480 Illegal backing
675A.485 Following to closely
675A.490 Improper door opening/leaving open
675A.492 Engine braking/unauthorized
675A.495 Unlawful coasting on downgrade
675A.500 Unlawful stop or deceleration
675A.505 No stop: emerging from alley/bldg/driveway
675A.510 Dangerous operation around livestock

USE OF LIGHTS AND WARNINGS

(Lights)
675A.515 – When lights displayed, type/number/direction/use
675A.520 Unlawful use or failure to use lights

675A.525 – Exemptions from requirements for use of lights
675A.526 – Safety campaign for use of headlights

OBEYING POLICE
675A.535 Failing to obey police officer

PARKING, STOPPING AND STANDING

(Generally)
675A.550 – Places where stopping, standing and parking prohibited
675A.555 Illegal stopping, standing, parking
675A.560 – Exemptions: prohibitions on stopping/standing/parking

675A.565 Dang. movement: stopped/standing/parked
675A.570 Improperly parallel-parked vehicle
675A.575 Violation of parked parking restrictions of hwy
675A.580 Parking on hwy for vending purposes
675A.585 Failure to secure motor vehicle

(Parking for Disabled Persons)
675A.615 Unlawful parking in “disabled” space
675A.617 Blocking “disabled” parking space
675A.620 – Removal of vehicle illegally parked in “disabled” space.
675A.625 Unlawful use of “disabled” permit

675A.632 – Appointment of volunteers to monitor “disabled” spaces
675A.635 – Privileges granted by disabled person parking permit

ACCIDENT (Duties and Reports)
675A.710 Animal injury/fail to perform duties
675A.715 Witness to Accident/failure to perform

675A.720 – When accident must be reported
675A.725 Driver failure to report accident
675A.730 Owner failure to report accident

675A.735 Vehicle occupant failure to report accident

FUnERAL PROCESIONS
675A.800 Operation of funeral vehicles w/improper lights
675A.802 Failure to yield to funeral procession
675A.804 – Intersection Rules for funeral processions.

675A.806 Exceeding speed for funeral procession
675A.808 – Exemption from speed limits for funeral escort vehicle
675A.810 Disrupting funeral procession

675A.812 – Free passage for funeral procession vehicles